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In this paper, a new algorithm for computing optimal (s, S) policies is derived based upon a number of new properties of the
infinite horizon cost function c(s, S) as well as a new upper bound for optimal order-up-tolevels S* and a new lower bound for
optimal reorder levels s*. The algorithm is simple and easy to understand.Its computationalcomplexity is only 2.4 times that
required to evaluate a (specific) single (s, S) policy. The algorithm applies to both periodic review and continuous review
inventory systems.

In

many models of single item inventorysystems, it is
well known that an optimal policy exists within the
class of so-called(s, S) policies. Underan (s, S) policy,
an order is placed to increasethe item's inventoryposition (= inventory on-hand+ orders outstandingbacklogs)to the level S as soon as this inventoryposition reaches or drops below the level s (-

procedure. Indeed, the function in general fails to be
quasiconvexand may have several local optima.
The methods of Veinott and Wagner (1965), Bell
(1970), and Archibaldand Silver (1978) thereforeapply
essentiallyfull enumerationof the two-dimensionalgrid
on the (s, A) plane (A _ S - s). Such enumerationis
facilitatedby lower bounds s, S and upperbounds S, S
for optimalreorderlevels and order-up-tolevels s* and
S*, as establishedby VeinottandWagner.(The effort of
identifyingboundsfor s* and S* was startedby Iglehart
1963.) Archibaldand Silver's algorithmimproves the
efficiency by exploitingslightly betterbounds for A, as
well as the fact thatthe cost functionE(s, A) is convex in
s, undersome cost structures.Stidham(1977) and Sahin
(1982) demonstrateadditionalpropertiesof the cost function c(s, A) under certain assumptionswith respect to
the demanddistributionsand/or lead times, in particu-

o <s< S<

expressingdemandsas multiplesof a standardunit,
we assumewithoutloss of generality,thatboth s and S
are integers). In this paper, we presenta new algorithm
for computingan optimalpolicy that is simple to state,
the correctnessof which is simple to prove and which is
more efficient than the best available alternatives.In
fact, the computationalcomplexity of the algorithmis
only 2.4 times that required to evaluate a (specific)
single (s, S) policy.
Until recently, algorithmsfor computingthe best policy were rarely used because they were consideredprohibitively expensive. Federgruen and Zipkin (1984)
attemptedto eradicatethis myth by presentingan algorithmthatcould be implementedto requirean averageof
no more than 0.4 CPU seconds on an IBM 4341. Their
method, which is similar to that of Johnson(1968) and
Kuenleand Kuenle (1977), is based on an adaptationof
the general policy-iterationmethod for solving Markov
decision problems,where the special structureof (s, S)
policies is exploitedin several ways.
The need for these algorithmsarose from the general
perceptionthatthe policy cost functionis, in general, ill
behaved, implyingthat almost all possible combinations
{ (s, S): s < S} need to be evaluatedin a direct search
0o;

lar, the unimodality of - C(A), where C(A)

=

minS e(s,

A). Stidham(1986) proves these propertiesunder more
general assumptions.See Sahin (1983, 1988) for a discussion of relatedproperties.
In contrastwith these methodsthat search in the (s,
A) plane, our algorithmprovidesfor an efficient search
in the (s, S) plane itself and is based on a numberof (to
our knowledgehithertoundiscovered)propertiesof the
cost function c(s, S), as well as new tight lower and
upper bounds for s* and S*, respectively, which are
iteratively and easily updated, and converge monotoni-

cally. (Theseboundsare of independentinterest.)Let so
and S0 be the initial values of these bounds, i.e., s c
so < s* and S* c So c S for any optimal (s*, S*)
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policy. Our algorithmrequires fewer than (So - 5) +
(s* - so) evaluations of the c(- )-function instead of
Q((S- S)(s- s)) in existing searchmethods.(An algorithm has complexity C = U(N) if C grows at least
linearly with N, i.e., liminf C(N)/N> 0.) Moreover,
N-woo
of the cost functionto allow
we exploita characterization
for fast updatesof c(s, S) when only the value of s is
altered.
Numerous heuristic methodshave been proposed,in
addition to the exact methods discussed; see e.g.,
Roberts (1962), Porteus (1979), Wagneret al. (1965),
Wagner (1975), Ehrhardt(1979, 1984), Freeland and
Porteus (1980 a, b), Naddor (1975), Sivazlian (1971),
Schneider (1978), Tijms and Groenevelt (1984), and
Sahinand Sinha(1987). This papergeneralizersan even
simpler algorithm that we obtained (Federgruenand
Zheng 1988) for the specialcase whereordersare placed
when the recorderpoint is reached exactly. (This situation arises in continuousreview systems in which demandsoccur on a unit-by-unitbasis.) Such policies are
usuallyreferredto as (r, Q) policies, wherer denotesthe
recorderlevel and Q is the (in this case) fixed order
size.
The following is an outline of the remainderof this
paper. In Section 1 we define the notationand give a
descriptionof the model. We initiallyconfine ourselves
to periodicreview models and the long-runaveragecost
criterion. Section 2 derives the propertiesof the cost
functionand the new bounds for s* and S*. Section 3
contains the algorithmand a detailed discussion of its
complexity. In Section 4 we exhibit how the algorithm
performs on a sample of test problems. Extensionsto
continuousreview systemsand the discountedcost criterion are discussed in Section 5. A comparisonwith
alternativeprocedures,in particularthe Federgruenand
Zipkin,and the Archibaldand Silver algorithms,may be
found in the Appendix.
1. NOTATIONAND PRELIMINARIES
We consider first a discrete time inventory system in
which an ordermay be placedwith an outsidesupplierat
the beginning of each period. All stockouts are backordered.We assume that one period demandsare i.i.d.
and integervaluedand thatthe cost structureand parameters are stationaryas well. Our (initial) objectiveis to
minimize long-run average costs over an infinite horizon. In Section 5, we discuss how our algorithmapplies
to models with the discounted cost criterion and/or
continuousreview systems. Let

K= the fixed cost to place an order;
G(y) = the one-periodexpected costs, including e.g.,
holdingandbacklogpenaltycosts, when starting
with an inventoryposition y; y integer.
(The long-runaverage order quantityequals ED under
any policy that avoids infinitely large inventories or
backlogs.Linearordercosts may thusbe ignoredfor the
purposeof determiningan optimalpolicy.) We assume
only that -G(*) is unimodaland
lim G(y) > minG(y) +K.
IyI-0o

Y

Withoutloss of generality,we assumethatK > 0, as for
K = 0 the policy (y* - 1, y*) is optimal for any minimum y* of the G(-) function. The assumedproperties
include the common case where the one-periodholding
(backlogging)costs increase linearly or convexly with
the end-of-periodinventory (backlog) size, and where
G(-) is convex and
lim G(y)

I y1 -co

+oo,

as in Iglehart(1963) and Veinott and Wagner. A fixed
delivery lag can be incorporatedby a standardredefinition of G(*); cf. e.g., Veinott and Wagner (1965),
Veinott (1966) or other standardtreatmentsof single
item inventorymodels, e.g. Denardo (1982), Heyman
and Sobel (1984), and Tijms (1986). The same form of
G( ) arises under random lead times generatedby an
exogenous supply process that is independent of the
sequenceof demandsand with the propertythat orders
are receivedin the same sequenceas they are placed;see
Zipkin (1986, 1988) for a precise description. Under
these lead time assumptions, G(*) = ELGL(*), where
GL(.) is the one-periodcost functionundera fixed lead
time L, and the expectationis taken over the lead time
distribution.Clearly, if GL( ) is convex, so is G( ) as a
convex combinationof convex functions. (An approximate model of the same form is often used when the
lead times fail to satisfy the above properties;see e.g.,
Ehrhardt1984.)
If - G( ) is unimodal and

lim G(y) > minG(y) +K

IyI-oo

Y

an (s, S) policy is optimal when minimizinglong-run
average costs, as shown by Veinott. The following expressionfor the long-runaveragecost c(s, S) of a given
(s, S) policy is well known and easily verified from
renewal theory or by characterizingthe steady-state
inventory position distribution;see e.g., Veinott and
Wagner(1965)
S-s-

D= the one-perioddemand(randomvariable);

pj=Pr{D=j},

j=0,1,2,...,

/ 655

c(s, S) = M(S - s)K+

E
j=O

1

m(I)G(S - j)

(1)
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where

Also define
(2a)

M(O)=O

m(0)=(1-P0)_1,

m() = Zpm(I-l),

j= 12,...

(2b)

1=0

M(n)
n M(n + 1)
Note that0 < an < 1. It follows directlyfrom cost function (1) that

and
C(s-

....

j=1,2,

M(j)=M(j-1)+m(j-1),

1, S) = xnc(s, S) + (1-

(2c)

an)G(s),
n=S-s

(6)

Equations3-5 providea concise verificationbased on
renewal theory. These formulasare needed in the next
section. Under an (s, S) policy the inventoryposition
process regeneratesat every replenishmentorder epoch
when the inventory position increases to S. Let M(j)
(k(s, y)) be the expectedtotal time (costs) until the next
orderis placed, when startingwith an inventoryposition
of s +j (y) units, j > 1 (y > s).
It follows from the theory of regenerativeprocesses
(see, e.g., Ross 1970, proposition5.9) that

i.e., c(s - 1, S) is simplya weightedaverageof c(s, S)
and G(s). The following propertiesof the cost function
are thereforeimmediate.

c(s, S) = k(s, S)/M(S - s).

Proof. The proof is by simple algebraic manipulation
of (6).

(3)

Fix s. It is clear that the functions M(*) and k(s, )
satisfy the discreterenewalequations
j-1

M(j) = 1 + E pM(j - i),

j = 1, 2,...

i=o

c(s-

1, S).

Lemma 1 shows that - c(s, S) is unimodalin s for
of optimal
fixed S and providesa useful characterization
values of s (for fixed S).

c(s?,

00

k(s, y) = G(y) + K

,

S) = min c(s, S) if
S<S

pi +

j=y-s

G(s?) _ c(s?, S) > G(s? + 1).

(7)

1

E pjk(s,y-j)
j=0

y>s

(4)

with the uniquesolution(2) and
y-s-1

k(s, y) = K+

a. G(s)<(=,
>)c(s- 1, S) (=, >)c(s, S) if
G(s)<(=,
>)c(s, S).
b. c(s-1,
S) (=, >)c(s, S) if G(s)<(=,
>)

Lemma 1. a. For any given order-up-to level S, a
recorderlevel so < y is optimal, i. e.,

and

y-s-

Lemma 0. For any fixed S and s < S

,3 m(j)G(y - j)

y>s

(5)

j=O

respectively.
2. PROPERTIESOF THE COST FUNCTIONC(*,*)
AND BOUNDSFOR s* AND S*
This section containsall of the resultsrequiredto derive
the algorithms,includingsome known bounds for optimal s* and S* values, with new and simplerproofs. Let
yl = minj y: G(y) = min G(x)} and y* = maxjy: G(y)
= min G(x)} be the smallest and largest minimizersof
G( ), respectively, (- oo < y* < Y* < oo since

Multiple optima of s for fixed S occur when at least
one of the inequalities in (7) holds as an equality;
that is, so - 1 or so + 1 are also optimal reorder
levels for S if G(s?) = c(s?, S) or G(s? + 1) = c(s?,
S) hold, respectively.
b. For any given order-up-tolevel S, there exists an
optimal reorder level so such that so <y* and (7)
holds.
c. For any given order-up-to level S, let so and so
be the smallest and largest optimal reorder levels
below y*, respectively. (See part b.) Then G(s?) >
c(s?, S) = c(s?, S) > G(so + 1).

Proof. a. Assume that (7) holds for some so with
sy <1y*. To show that so is optimal(for S), we prove:
i) c(s - 1, S)-c(s, S) for s c so; ii) c(s, S) c c(s +
1, S) for 5? so. To prove i, we show by inductionthat
G(s) > c(s - 1, S)

c(s, S)

(8)

for all s c so. By applyingLemmaOawith s = so, the
first inequalityof (7) implies that (8) holds for s = s?.

Finding Optimal (s, S) Policies
Assume that (8) holds for s = y + 1, that is
G(y+ 1) > c(y,S)

?c(y+
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We now derive bounds that apply to any optimal
reorderlevel s*. These follow ratherstraightforwardly
from Lemma 1.

1,S)
for some y(<sS)

/

(9)

Note that since y < y*, G(y) > G(y + 1), and in view
of (9)

Corollary 2. (Boundsfor s*):
a. Let s* denote the smallest optimal reorder level

G(y) ' c(y, S).

S* <

(10)

ApplyingLemmaOawith s = y, we concludethat
G(y) - c(y - 1, S) > c(y, S).

b. Let s* denote the largest optimal reorder level
<Y*; if so satisfies (7) for some arbitraryorder-up-to
level S, then so < S*

This completesthe proof of i.
Next, to show that ii holds for s0o< s < yr, we prove
by inductionthat
G(s + 1) c c(s, S) c c(s + 1, S)
(I11)
for all so < s <y. By applying Lemma Ob with s=
s0+ 1, the second inequality of (7) implies that (11)
holds for s = so; assume that it holds for some s = y - 1

with so y - 1 < y* - 1, that is
G(y) c c(y - 1, S) c c(y, S).

deft
S = YJ*

(12)

We show that (11) holds for s = y. Note again that
y <y impliesthat G(y + 1) c G(y), which in conjunction with (12) implies that G(y + 1) c c(y, S). By
applyingLemmaObwith s = y + 1, this in turnimplies
that c( y, S) c c( y + 1, S), thus completingthe induction step.
For y* < s < S. the proof of ii is similarto that of i;
the inductionstartswith s = S - 1 and uses the fact that
c(S - 1, S) = K(1 - po) + G(S) _ G(S).
The remainderof part a follows immediatelyfrom
LemmaOband c. Let so be the lowest optimalreorder
level for S. If so > y*, then c(s%,S) _ G(s?) in view of
(1). Thus, c(so - 1, S) c c(s?, S) by Lemma Oa, con-

tradictingthe definitionof so. Thus, so < y* - 1.
If G(s?) c c(s?, S), then c(so - 1, S) c c(s?, S) by
LemmaOa,contradictingthe definitionof so. This proves
the first inequalityof c; the proof of the second inequality of c is similar.Finally, it follows from c and the fact
that G(y) is decreasingfor y <y* that (7) holds for
some so with so c so < SO
The following corollaryprovides an efficient way to
find an optimalreorderlevel for any given order-up-to
level S.
Corollary 1. For any given order-up-to level S, let
s? =max{y<y*:c(y,
S)cG(y)}.
Then, (7) holds
and so is an optimal reorder level (for S).
Proof. Since G(s? + 1) < c(s? + 1, S), it follows from
LemmaOathat G(s? + 1) < c(s?, S) while c(s?, S) <
G(s?) by the definitionof so. Thus, (7) holds and the
optimalityof so follows from Lemmala.

Proof. a. The proof is immediate from Lemma lb;
b. Note that G(s* + 1) < c(s*, S*) c c(s0, S) < G(s0):
The first inequalityfollows from Lemma Ic. Then so <
S* follows from the fact that G(s) is nonincreasingfor
5 ' 5? Y1*
The upper bound s* < S =def Y* - 1 was first discovered by Veinottand Wagner. The lower bound so < S*
(with so as a reorderlevel satisfying(7) and, hence, for
some order-up-to-level)is, to our knowledge,new. This
bound can continuouslybe improved, as new optimal
reorder levels for new values of S are determined.
Corollary3 establishesalternativelower boundsfor s*.
While this corollaryis not needed for the derivationof
the algorithmin Section 3, we state it for the sake of
completeness. Let c* denote the optimal average cost
value.

Corollary3. (Alternative lower boundsfor s*): There
exists an optimal reorderlevel s* such that the following properties hold:
a. Let s* defmax{ Y < Y*:G(Y) > c*}. Then s%<
s.

b. Let c c* (e.g., c is the cost of an arbitrary
policy) andSc =def maxf y < y*: G(y) > c}l. Then <
s.

Proof. Part b is immediatefrom part a and the unimodalityof - G( ). Let S* be an optimal order-up-to
level. It follows from Lemma lb thatthere is an optimal
reorderlevel s* (< y*) (for S*) such that G(s* + 1) c
c= c(s*, S*) < G(s*), so that s* < s*.
Let s def maxf y < y*: G(y) > [min,,G(x) + K]}
Veinott and Wagner'slower bound s c s* follows as a
special case of Corollary 3 with c = c(y* - 1, Y*) =
[K + G(y )/(I - po)] (I - po) c K + minx,G( x).

Lemma2 derivesboundsfor S*.
Lemma 2. a. ( Veinott and Wagner's lower bound for
S*): There exists an optimal policy (s*, S*) with
S

-def

Y2
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b. (New upper bound for S*): For every optimal
policy (s*, S*)
S*S*

=def max{Y>Y*:G(y)

cc}*

c. Any upper bound c of c* (e. g., c is the average
cost of an arbitrarypolicy) defines an upper bound
=def max{ y
y: G(y) c c}. Moreover, 5*c
Cl
__df

<

Sc2

*()def
-

minc(s,S).

c*(S)

S<S

2

if

c*- <ci

-

C2.

Proof. a. Let (s*, S*) be an optimal(s, S) policy that
maximizesthe value of S*. Assume that S* < y*. Since
G(y) is nonincreasingfor y < y*, G(S* - j) > G(S* j+ 1) for all j>O and, hence, c(s*, S*) > c(s* + 1,
S* + 1) (see (1)), which contradictsthe definitionof Su*.
b. Assume to the contrarythat an optimal (s*, S*)
exists with G(S*) > c*. Note that Pr(D < S* - s*) > 0
(otherwise c* = K+ G(S*) > G(S*); see (1)). Let X
be a one-period demand truncatedon the interval [0,
S* - s* - 1], i.e., X =def(D ID < S* s*) or Pr(X
< S* - s*),

= j) = PjlPr(D

j = O,. . . .,S*

- s* - 1.

Consider the modification of the (s*, S*) policy in
which S* - X(> s*) is used as the (random)order-up-to
level insteadof S* (i.e., an independentrealizationx of
X is determinedwheneverthe inventorypositionreaches
or drops below s*, and the inventoryposition increases
to S*-x). Under this policy, the system regeneratesat
each replenishmentepoch as well, so that its long-run
averagecost c* is given by c* = k /M where
-

s*-

k=

Our last lemma allows for a major reductionin our
algorithm'scomplexity. For any fixed order-up-tolevel
S, let

E

S is said to be improving upon So, if c*(S) < c*(SO).
Lemma 3. For a given order-up-to level So( > y*), let
so(< y*) be an optimal reorder level.
a. c*(S) < c*(SO) if and only if c(s0, S) <
c(s0, So).

b. Assume that (7) holds with S = So. If c(s0,
S') < c(s0, SO) for some S'( > y*), then s' =def min{ y

so:c(y, S') > G(y + 1)} is optimal for S'; moreover, s' < y* and G(s') _ c(s', S) > G(s' + 1).
Proof. The "if" part of a is trivial. To prove the
"only-if" part, assume that c(s?, S) _ c(s?, SO). In
view of Lemma lb, it suffices to show that c(s, S) 2
c(s?, SO:i) for y* > s > so, and ii) for s < so. We only
prove i; the proof of ii is analogous.
Let 3= M(S - s)/M(S - so). Note that 0 < c1.
In view of (1)
c(s?, S)
S-s-i

K+

1

E

j=0

pjk(s*,S*-j)/Pr(D<S*-s*)

S-s?-l

s*-s*-

>,

j=O

1

S-s?-

pjM(S*-j

-s*)/Pr(D<S*-s*).

c(s, S)M(S - s) +

k(s* s*)
M(S* -s*)

c*+ c*MPr(D<S*-s*)
1 M+ Pr(D < S* - s*)
and hence, c* < c* contradictsthe definitionof c*. Part
c is immediatefrom partb.
We observe that Veinott and Wagner'supper bound
=def maxfyy2*:G(y)cmin
G(x)+K} arises as
a special case of Lemma2c: note that c(y* - 1, Y*)
min G(x) + K. Lemma 2c may be used to identify increasinglytighter upper bounds for S* as increasingly
betterpolicies (s, S) are found.
S

1

E

m(j)G(S-j)

j=S-s

S-s?-

c(s,S)M(S-s)?+

1

E

j=S-s

m(j)c(s0,S)

M(S-so)

G(S*) +KPr(D > S* -s*) +kPr(D < S* -s*)
1+MPr(D < S*-s*)

m(j)G(S-j)

M(S - so)

Note, however, from (3) and (4) that
C= c(s*, S*) =

Z

j=S-s

M(S - so)

j=O

M=

+

m(j)G(S-j)

=foc(s, S) + (1 -

)c(s?, S).

This inequality follows from c(s?, S) _ G(s? + 1) _
G(y) for y _s?? 1 in view of Lemma 1 and the
unimodalityof - G(-). We conclude that c(s?, S) <
(')c(s,

S) if c(s?, So) < (=)c(s?,

S).

b. Note that s' is well definedin view of Corollary2b.
Note that G(s') 2 c(s' - 1, S') - c(s', S') > G(s' + 1),
where the first and the third inequalityfollow from the
definitionof s', and the second inequalityfollows from
the first and LemmaOa. Lemma la thus establishesthe
optimalityof s' (for S'). Finally, s' <y* in view of
G(s) > G(s' + 1).

Finding Optimal (s, S) Policies /
AND ITS COMPLEXITY
3. THEALGORITHM
The lemmasand corollariesof the previoussection suggest the following algorithm. Let y* be a minimum
point of the G(*) function.
Algorithm
y*
Step 0. s
SO:=y*;
Repeat s := s - 1 until c(s, SO)c G(s);
sO := s; co :=-c(so, SO);So := SO; S :=S + 1;
Step 1. While G(S) < co do
begin If c(s, S) < co
then begin So := S.
While c(s, SO)-G(s+ 1) do s := s+ 1;
co=

c(s, S0);

end;
S :=S+1;
end.
The algorithmis easy to understand.In Step 0, we
enter with an initial order-up-tolevel So= y*, with
y* as an arbitraryminimumof the G(*) function. We
then find an optimal correspondingreorder level so
by decreasing s from y* with step size 1 until
c(s, SO)< G(s). Optimality of so (for SO) follows
from Corollary1.
In Step 1, we searchfor the smallestvalue of S thatis
larger than So, which improveson So. S is increased
with incrementsof one. A single comparisonof c(s?, S)
and c(s?, SO) suffices to verify whethera given value
for S improves on So (see Lemma 3a). If case S is
improving,So is updatedto S and the new corresponding optimalreorderlevel so is determinedby incrementing the old value of so by units of one, until c(s,
SO)> G(s + 1). The existence of such a reorderlevel
so, its optimality(for the new value SO)and so < y* are
all guaranteedby Lemma3b.
Finally, note that whenever Step 1 is initiated, co
representsan upperboundfor c* (and in fact is the best
availablesuch bound). In view of Lemma2c the search
for an improvingvalue of S may be terminatedas soon
an G(S) > co. Indeed, at the last iterationof the algorithm, when S? = S* and s?- s* for some optimal
policy (s*, S*), we have co = c* and So < S* in view of
Lemma2b. It follows thatthe test in the outer while-do
loop of Step 1 fails when S: = S9 + 1, in view of the
definitionof S*; see Lemma2b.
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given. (Note that ye representsa solutionof a one-period
newsboy problem. The most efficient procedurefor its
determinationdependson the specific form of the G(-)
function;e.g., with linearholdingand penaltycosts, ye
is obtainedas a fractileof the lead time demanddistribution.) In the followingdiscussion,let so denotethe value
of s obtainedat the end of Step 0, which is optimalfor
S=y*.

Starting from the point (so, y*) Step 1 leads the
searchthrougha vertically-upand horizontally-right
path
ending at (s*, S* + 1); see Figure 1 and the previous
observations.Regardlessof the exact path followed, it
consists of exactly (S* - y* + 1) vertical moves, in
which the S-value increases by one with s fixed, and
(s* - so) horizontal moves, in which the s-value increases by one with S fixed.
We count the number of operationsneeded for the
algorithm.Note that each vertical move (except for the
last one which involves a single comparisononly) corresponds with one execution of the outer while-do loop
in Step 1. This loop consists of one evaluation of
the c(,
) function, one addition and at most three
comparisons(two if So is not updated).Each horizontal move requires an additional execution of the
inner while-do loop which requiresone update of the
c(*, *) function, one comparison and one addition.

s

S~

~ ~~~~~S~

!5-------

(sS)~~~~~~~~
-

Complexity of the Algorithm
Considerthe two-dimensionalintegergrid with s on the
horizontalaxis and S on the verticalone: Each point (s,
S) with s < S representsa policy. We assumethat y* is

Figure 1. A typicalexecutionof the algorithm.
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Straightforwardevaluationof c(s, S) via (1) requires
- s) + 1 elementaryoperations ((S - s) additions,
(S - s) multiplicationsand one division) assuming all
requiredG(-), m(*) and M(*) values are available.
Indeed, evaluationsof the c(, ) functionin the if
test of the outer while-do loop, i.e., when performing
verticalmoves, need to be done via (1). When computing the numeratorin (1), we obtainthe numbers

2(S

values. The exact numberdependson the specific path
followed by the algorithmbut can obviouslybe bounded
by (S* - so). Unless a closed form expression of the
renewalfunctionis available,the m(*) and M(*) values
are recursively obtained from (2). Observe from (2b)
that
m(j) = (1 - p01

Zp1m(l -j)
1=1

Ai(S) ==K+ E m(j)G(S-j)
j=O

for i=0,

,.

- j)

= m(0) Zplm(l
,S-s-

1

1=1

as intermediateresults. Storingthese numbersuntil the
next updateof S simplifiesthe evaluationsof the c( , *)
function in the subsequentseries of horizontalmoves,
i.e., in the inner while-do loop. For, let so denote the
value of s at the startof such an innerloop. Observethat
in the course of this inner loop S is fixed and for this

Computationof m(O) thus requires two operations,of
m(j) 2j operations(j = 1, 2, . . . ) and a single addition
to obtain M(j+ 1) from M(j) and m(j); see (2c)
(Ij ? 0). The total numberof operationsrequiredfor iii
is thus boundedby

value all numbers { A i(S): i = 0, 1, ...

2+

,

S - so - 1} are

*- S - 1

E

1)

2j+(S*-so-

j=1

availablewhen storedin the process of the evaluationof
c(s0, S) in the last preceding if test. Since only values

of s > so are neededin the innerloop, all requiredc(,
) values can be obtainedby a single division of one of
these A-numbersand an M(+)-value.
The total numberof elementaryoperationsneeded in
Step 1 is thus boundedby
3*
E
[2(SS=y*+ 1

so) + ]

=(

*

_So)2

1) +(

-so-

*so

1)

+1

The total numberof elementaryoperationsneededfor ii
and iii is thus boundedby
B

+ 1

+4(S* -y*)

=2+ (* -so)(S*

(S* + y* - 2so + 6) (S* - y*) + 3(s* - so)
+2+4(y*-2so)+

S

for the verticalmoves (includingthe final
comparisonverifyingthat S > S*)
+3( s* - So)
=

for the horizontal moves

(* +y* - 2so + 6)(S* -y*) + 3(s* - so) + 1.

The remainingcomputationaleffort of the algorithm
consists of the following components:
i. Determination of the (S* - s0 + 2) values { G(so),
G(so + 1), . . .,9G(S* + 1)};
ii. Determinationof so and c(so, So); this requires
successive evaluationof A i(SO) for i = 0, 1... S0 so - 1, which can be done in 2(So - so) operations,
(y* - s0) additionaldivisions to calculate c(s, SO) for
s =y* - 1, ..., s0 and as many comparisons between
c(s, SO) and G(s). Since S0 = y*, the total numberof

elementaryoperationsrequiredfor ii is thus given by
2(So-s0)

+2(y*

so) =4(y* -s).

iii. Determinationof all required m(*) and M(*)

=221

- A2?+6A1 -2A2+3A3+2

_ 2(1? + 1)2 + 2(A1 + 1) where A1=S* - so,
Note that(A2 + 1)2 =

A2=Y*-so

(A2 + 1)2 + 3A3

and

A3=S*

- So.

> 3A3 SO that the above
bound is c 2(A 1 + 1)2 + 2(AI1+ 1).
We thus conclude the discussion with the following
theorem.
(A3 + 2)2

Theorem 1. a. The algorithm terminates with (s, SO)
being an optimal policy and c0 = c
b. Assuming that y* is known, the algorithm requires no more than B = 2(AI + 1)2+ 2(A1 + 1) (A2 + 1)2 + 3A 3 elementary operations and (A1 + 2)
evaluations of the G-function.
c. Assuming that y* and G(so + 1), .. . , G(S* + 1)
are known, let R(A1) =def [the number of elementary
operations neededfor the algorithm] [the number of
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elementary operations needed to calculate to single
value c(so, s*)] R(A1) < 2.4 and limed. 0 R(A1) = 2.
Proof. Parts a and b have been verified above. To
prove c note that the one-time evaluation of c(so, s*)
may be achieved via (1) or (3). It is easy to verify
that the former approach is cheaper. Calculating

m(O),. . .,m(S* -so- 1) and M(1), . . . ,M(S* -so)
requires (s* - sI)2 ? 1 = A+ ? 1 operations; see above.
The remaining calculation of c(so, S*) (via 1) takes
2A1 + 1 operations resulting in a total of A, + 2AI + 2
= (Al + 1)2 + 1 operations. The complexity ratio is thus
bounded by
B
2(A? + 1)2 + 2(,A + 1)
((A,

+ 1)2 + I

(
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Step 1. While S > y* do
begin S := S - 1;

If c(s, S) <c.
then begin
So :=S;

while c(s, SO)> G(s + 1) do s

s + 1;

c = c(s, S0);

end;
end.
S :=So+?;

While G(S) c co do
begin If c(s, S) < co
then begin S:
S;
while c(s, SO)< G(s + 1) do s
co = c(s,

+ 1)2 + I

s + 1;

so);

end;
One easily verifies that R(A1) is nonincreasing, so that

S :-So+1;

R(A 1) < R(1) < 12/S = 2.4. Clearly,

end.

lim R(A1) = 2.
A1 ??

In evaluating the complexity ratio R in part c, we
exclude the computational effort to determine all necessary G(-) values because the latter heavily depends on
the specific choice of the G( ) function. Note, however,
that the algorithm requires { G(s0), ... , G(S* + 1)} (see
part b, while evaluation of c(so, s*) requires the same
values except for G(s0) and G(S* + 1) i.e., Al instead
of (Al + 2) values. The computational effort for determining the G(-) values tends to be minor compared to
the remainder, see Section 4; moreover, its inclusion
tends to reduce the complexity ratio in part c.
Optimal order-up-to levels S* may be far from y*
and reasonable initial estimates for an optimal value of
S* may be available, e.g., from simple heuristics (such
as Ehrhardt's power approximation, see the Introduction) or known optimal values for problems with similar
parameter values. It is therefore useful to observe that (a
slight variation of) the algorithm allows for an arbitrary
starting value SO of S. Indeed, the enumeration of all S
in [y *, 9* + 1] in Step 1 may be carried out in any
desired sequence. The advantage of choosing a good
heuristic value S0 > y* is that by doing so the initial so
value is likely to be closer to an optimal reorder level
S*, thus reducing the magnitude of A1. This complexity
count is easily adapted for the more general version.
(We merely need to replace AI by max(S*, S0) - so.)
Algorithm for General Initial Value So > y*

Step 0. s := y*;
Repeat s := s - 1 until c(s, SO)c G(s);
so :=s; Co := c(so, SO); So := SO; S := S;

For any given precision E, the algorithm may be
terminatedprior to convergencewith an E-optimalpolicy, by invoking the bounds in Federgruenand Zipkin
(1984, Theorem 3), themselves applicationsof Odoni
(1969) and Hastings (1971). However, the use of the
boundsdoes not appearto be necessaryor recommendable given the simplicitywith which an optimal policy
can be determined.
4. NUMERICAL
EXAMPLES
Table I below exhibits how our algorithmperformson
24 test problems. To this end, we have chosen the
examplemodel in Veinottand Wagnerwith linear holding and backloggingcosts, zero lead time and Poisson
distributedone-perioddemands.The following parameters are commonto all 24 problemsand identicalto those
used in Veinottand Wagner:
fixed setupcost K

24;

holding cost rate h = 1;
penalty cost rate p

=

9.

The problemsdiffer with respectto the mean one-period
demand1A.In the first partof the table, 1Avaries from 10
to 75 in incrementsof 5; in the second partwe evaluate
all remainingcases in Veinottand Wagner.We observe
that in all 24 cases the bound B for the computational
effort, exclusive of the evaluationof the requiredG( )
values comes within 10% of predictingthe actual number of computationsrequired.The ratio R defined by
(the numberof elementaryoperationsrequiredto find
and evaluatean optimal policy)/(the numberof operations to evaluatethe single policy (so, S*)) varies in the
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Table I
Performanceof Algorithmon 24 Test Problems
A

s*

S*

c*

ye

s

10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

6
10
14
19
23
28
33
37
42
47
52
56
62
67

40
49
62
56
66
77
87
97
108
118
129
75
81
86

35.022
42.698
49.173
54.262
57.819
61.215
64.512
67.776
70.975
74.149
77.306
78.518
79.037
79.554

14
20
26
32
37
43
48
54
59
65
70
75
81
86

21
22
23
24
51
52
59
61
63
64

15
16
17
18
43
44
51
52
54
55

65
68
52
54
110
112
126
131
73
74

50.406
51.632
52.757
53.518
71.611
72.246
76.679
77.929
78.287
78.402

27
28
29
30
60
61
69
71
73
74

u=
IS =
B=
# + (*, /) =
#COM =
# TOT =
* SNG =
R =

so

S-s

u

IS

B

S

S*

3
3
7
7
12 12
16 16
21 21
26 26
31 31
36 36
41 41
46 46
51 51
56 56
62 62
67 67

53
83
92
98
103
109
115
121
126
132
137
143
149
154

45
57
69
79
87
96
104
112
120
129
137
143
149
154

50
76
80
82
82
83
84
85
85
86
86
87
87
87

39 26
47 29
55 29
60 19
64 16
68 15
71 13
75 12
78 10
82
8
85
4
87 0
87
0
87
0

3,650
5,118
6,626
8,041
8,830
9,907
10,783
11,655
12,603
13,884
14,916
15,265
15,265
15,265

13 13
14 14
15 15
15 15
42 42
43 43
50 50
52 52
54 54
55 55

93
94
95
96
127
129
136
139
141
142

71
73
75
77
122
124
135
138
141
142

80
80
80
81
85
86
8687
87
87

56
57
58
59
79
80
84
86
87
87

27
26
23
21
10
9
5
2
0
0

6,862
7,102
7,346
7,818
12,927
13,255
14,568
14,913
15,265
15,265

#*

#/

#COM

#TOT

#SNG

R

1,559
2,240
3,031
3,621
4,098
4,626
5,061
5,584
6,053
6,686
7,200
7,467
8,467
7,467

1,564
2,247
3,041
3,631
4,110
4,639
5,074
5,600
6,069
6,703
7,217
7,486
7,486
7,486

45
53
59
66
68
72
75
77
80
84
87
87
87
87

129
149
161
152
151
156
158
160
162
165
163
156
156
156

3,297
4,689
6,292
7,470
8,427
9,493
10,368
11,421
12,364
13,638
14,667
15,196
15,196
15,196

1,892
2,652
3,422
4.160
4,556
5,112
5,550
6,006
6,480
7,140
7,656
8,732
7,832
7,832

1.74
1.77
1.84
1.80
1.85
1.86
1.87
1.90
1.91
1.91
1.92
1.94
1.94
1.94

3,145
3,262
3,380
3,513
6,213
6,374
7,027
8,293
7,467
7,467

3,155
3,272
3,390
3,522
6,229
6,390
7,044
7,312
7,486
7,486

60
61
62
65
81
82
86
86
87
87

159
159
155
155
164
164
163
158
156
156

6,519
6,754
6,987
7,255
12,687
13,010
14,320
14,849
15,196
15,196

3,540
3,660
3,782
4,032
6,642
6,806
7,482
7,656
7,832
7,832

1.84
1.85
1.85
1.80
1.91
1.91
1.91
1.94
1.94
1.94

*+

the maximum index j for which m(j) is computed;
the number of improving S values;
the bound for the number of operations needed as defined in the text;
the actual number of additions (multiplications,divisions);
the actual number of comparisons;
(* *) + (# /) + (#COM));
the actual total number of elementary operations (= ( ++
the number of operations needed for computing a single cost value c(s0,
#TOT/# SNG.

range [1.74, 1.94] and is thereforeclose to the theoretical bound of 2.4; see Theorem 1. Evaluationof the
necessary G(*) values requires only a few hundred
operationsboth for the computationof c(so, S*) and for
the optimizationalgorithm. (The latter requires only
4 more operationsthanthe former.)Note also thatin all
24 problems S - s c 100 and even the "largest" problems require no more than about 15,000 elementary
operations. On an IBM 4381 for example, an elementaryoperationrequires69 nanoseconds,so that all
of the above problems can be solved in less than one
millisecond.
5. CONTINUOUSREVIEWSYSTEMS;THE
DISCOUNTEDCOST CRITERION
(s, S) policies continueto be optimalin many continuous review systems with fixed order lead times. This
applies, for example, to models with compoundPoisson
demands(see Beckmann1961, Veinott 1966, or Stidham

1986). Moreover, the long-run average cost is of the
form (1) with G(y) the expected (total) costs in an
interdemandperiod and K replacedby K/(mean interdemandtime).
The same is true in the more general case where the
demandprocess is compoundrenewal providedthat orders can only be placed at demandepochs, as arguedin
Federgruenand Zipkin (1985, p. 426). We repeat this
argumentin a slightly more detailed form: constructa
related discrete-timemodel as follows. The demandin
each periodis the demandsize at renewalepochs in the
original model. The one-step cost function is the expected cost until the next renewal (after demand, but
before the order, if any) in the original model. Under
standardcost assumptionsin the continuousmodel, this
functionis quasiconvex(i.e., its negative is unimodal).
This may be verified from the fact that the steady-state
inventorylevel IL(oo) may be characterizedas
IL(oo)

=

IP(oo) - D(oo I L)

(13)
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with IP(oo) the steady-stateinventoryposition, D(oo IL)
the steady-statedemandin a lead time, and with IP(oo)
and D(oo IL) independentof each other; see Sahin
(1979) and Zipkin(1986). We refer to Zipkin(1988) for
a discussionof continuous-timesystemswith othertypes
of demandprocessesin which (13) continuesto hold and
the one-step expected cost function continues to be
quasiconvex.

As for discrete-timesystems, the same form of the
one-step expected cost function arises under random
lead times providedthe lead time process satisfies the
propertiesmentionedin Section1; see also Zipkin(1986).
As shown in Veinottand Wagner,the total discounted
cost over an infinite horizon under an (s, S) policy is
also of the form (1) with the renewaldensityreplacedby
a so-called discount renewal density. This term was
introducedby Veinott and Wagner (see ibid. for a
detailedspecification).(This analogyappliesboth to the
discrete- and continuous-timemodels.) There exists an
optimal (s, S) policy under this criterionas well (see
Iglehart1963).
Our analysis in this paper is solely based on the cost
functionc(, ) being of the form (1). This implies that
all of the results we present for minimizinglong-run
averagecosts in discrete-timemodels apply to the alternativemodels as well.

APPENDIX
Comparison With Existing Algorithms

Veinott and Wagner(1965), Bell (1970) and Archibald
and Silver's (1978) methods are all based on (partial)
enumerationof the policy pairs (s, S) in the rectangle
{s c s < y; y < S _ S}. We confine our discussionto
Archibaldand Silver, the most recentof these threethat
builds on Veinottand Wagner.Here, the long-runaverage cost of an (s, S) policy is writtenas a functionc-(s,
A) of s and A =def S - s. A limited numberof properties of the E(, *) functionare exploited, most notably
the fact that c is convex (and, hence, - c is unimodal)in
s for fixed A, provided the G(-) function is convex
itself. (Recall that G(-) fails to be convex in the presence of stockout penalty costs.) No complexitybound
is provided.In fact, it appearsimpossibleto bound the
number of (s, A) pairs that need to be evaluatedto
anythingsignificantlyless thanthe total numberof (S S) (9 - s). Archibaldand Silver derive bounds for the
optimal value of A that are tighter than the original
bounds (0 and S - s) derived by Veinott and Wagner.
They also show how these bounds may be iteratively
improved.However, the computationof these boundsis
relativelyinvolved, and they appearto achieve a modest
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reductionof the feasible span as comparedto the simple
Veinottand Wagnerbounds.
As substantiatedin the Introduction,Federgruenand
Zipkin'smethodappearsrelativelyefficient on the basis
of the 768 problemson which it was tested. No complexity bound is provided, however, and it appearsin fact
impossibleto bound even the number of "policy improvementsiterations"which this procedureconsists of.
Even thoughthis methodis derivedby tailoringa general
policy iterationmethodfor Markovdecisionproblems,it
is neverthelesspossible to make a numberof interesting
comparisonswith the algorithmabove.
An iterationof the policy iterationmethodstartswith
some policy (sold, Sold) and terminateswith the conclusion that (Sold, Sold) is optimal or with an improving
policy (SnfW, SnW), i. e., either C(Snew, Snew) < c(sold,
sold) or C(Snew, Snew) = c(sold, Sold) and the so-called
relative cost functionof (SneW, SneW) dominatesthat of
c(sold, Sold) (pointwise). (See below for a definitionof
this function.) Such an iterationconsists of two parts:
i) the Value Determination, and ii) the Policy
Improvement.
The Policy Improvementpart starts with identifying
Snew

such that c(sold,

snew) < c(sold,

Sold);

if no such

value can be found, one sets Snew = Sold. The actual
search is based on finding a value Snew with a lower
relative cost; see (10) in Federgruenand Zipkin. It is,
however, easy to verify that this occurs if and only if
c(sold, Snew)< c(sold Sold) and the work we require is

about the same as that to find Snewon the basis of the
c(,
) function. (This is observed oh page 1282 of
Federgruenand Zipkin; the earlier method " 19 of
Johnson (1968) identifies Snewon the latter basis, indeed.) With Snew determined,a correspondingreorder
level Snewis found. Note that Snewmay fail to be optimal
for Snew.

Recall that the algorithm consists of sequences of
vertical moves alternatingwith sequencesof horizontal
moves (see the figure). It may thusbe viewed as consisting of a numberof iterationsas well, where an iteration
is defined as one sequenceof vertical moves, followed
by one sequence of horizontal moves. Note that an
iterationstartswith a policy (s, S) and terminateswith a
policy (s', S'), where s and s' are optimal with respect
to S and S', respectively.The work performedin such
an iterationis of the same order as that of the Policy
Improvementstep in a single iteration of the policy
iterationmethod. (In fact, the work associatedwith the
vertical moves is comparableto that of the search for
Snewand the work requiredto perform the horizontal
moves is aboutthe same as that involved in determining
Snew.Note, however, that in our case only moves to the
rightare needed,i.e., the equivalentof the searchin (12)
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of Federgruenand Zipkinis avoideddue to Corollary1
and the fact that the iteration's startingvalue of s is
optimalfor the startingvalue of S.)
The algorithmavoids, however, the relativelyexpensive Value Determinationparts altogether.Anotheressentialdifferencewith the policy iterationmethodis the
fact that an iterationin the algorithmsucceeds in eliminatingan entire intervalfor S and an entire intervalfor
s, while no such eliminationsappear possible in the
policy iterationmethod. As a consequence,we can verify that the work requiredto do the very last Policy
ImprovementStep (i.e., when optimalityis reached)is
aboutthe same as that of Step 1 in the algorithm,i.e.,
that of the entire algorithmwith the exception of the
initializationStep 0.
The policy iterationmethodhas, on the other hand,
the advantage of achieving somewhat more than an
averagecost optimalpolicy only. It finds amongall such
policies, one with a pointwise minimal relative cost
function.The relativecost functionof a policy is defined
with respect to an arbitraryreference state, e.g., that
correspondingwith a zero inventoryposition;it specifies
for each starting inventory position, the difference in
total expected costs over an infinitely long period of
time by startingwith that inventoryposition as opposed
to startingwith an inventoryposition at the reference
(say 0) level. See, e.g., Tijms (1986, Chapter3) for a
general discussionof "relative value functions" and in
particular,Hordijkand Tijms (1975) for a verificationof
in our specific inventorymodel.
the interpretation
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